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Distribution and inhibition effect of Seleno-L-Methionine on 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma
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Abstract: To identify the relationship between selenium intake and breast cancer progression, SeMet supplement was applied to 4T1 murine mammary carcinoma for 28 days and the effect of SeMet on tumor growth was assessed. Combined with SXRF mapping, trace metal distribution in tumor tissues in relation to selenium-associated protein expressions and cellular transcription factors, HIF-1α accumulation and its targeted molecule expressions involved in tumor progression, were further investigated using immunohistochemical staining. Our results showed that tumor growth was inhibited significantly and tumor cells apoptosis was promoted after SeMet supplement. High Se intakes in tumor tissues overlaid with high iron distribution were observed by SXRF mapping. SeMet supplement increased SBP1 expression and decreased GPx1 expression, and greatly inhibited VEGF expression and tumor immune suppression cells accumulation in tumor tissues. In conclusion, SeMet-mediated anti-cancer effect was likely to inhibit tumor growth through high expression of SBP1 inhibiting GPx1 activity and HIF-1α, which could be used as chemopreventive strategies in breast cancer.
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Introduction

Selenium is a very important micronutrient. Dietary Se supplementation could increase intracellular Se levels to produce useful ‘bioactive’ intermediates and selenoproteins. It is clear that organic forms of selenium are more efficient utilized than inorganic forms, and effective chemoprevention for a number of cancers [1]. Organic selenium compounds such as selenomethionine (SeMet) has been shown less cellular toxicity than sodium selenite (inorganic forms), and is more useful than sodium selenite in chemoprevention [2]. So SeMet is currently being used as the Se intervention agent in the ongoing SELECT (The Selenium and Vitamin E Cancer Prevention Trial) in the USA.

Selenium could exist in the forms of specific selenoproteins, and nonspecific selenium-binding proteins by binding to SBP1 in the body [3]. One of these is a family consisting of 25 human Se-containing proteins in which selenocysteine is incorporated co-translationally in the selenoprotein mRNA [4]. Among the best studied of these is the ubiquitously expressed cytosolic glutathione peroxidase (GPx-1). Up-regulated GPx-1 in carcinoma tissues at both the protein and mRNA levels has been reported to result in protection against DNA damage [5], which are also associated with increased risks of cancer [6-8]. The other class of selenoprotein is typified by selenium-binding protein 1 (SBP-1) which does not contain selenocysteine [9]. Low levels of SBP1 in the cancer were associated with poor clinical outcome [10-12]. In addition, dietary selenium had been shown to increase SBP1 expression. The close association of SBP1 with ovarian cancer suggested a possible involvement of SBP1 in the pathway of selenium-mediated anticancer activity [13]. Thus, SBP1 may mediate the effect of selenium on tumor inhibition. Therefore, SBP1 and GPx1 are identified to opposite potential mediators of the chemopreventive effects of selenium. Increasing the levels of SBP1 in either colon-derived HCT116 cells or MCF-7 breast carcino-
ma cells resulted in a consequential decline in GPx1 enzyme activity [14].

There is increasing evidence that selenium exhibits anticarcinogenic properties [15]. Currently, there are convincing epidemiological data showing a significant inverse relationship between selenium intake and some cancer risk, i.e. an inverse association between selenium exposure and prostate cancer risk, and possible reduction in lung cancer risk as well [16]. However, most of studies about potential anti-tumor efficacy of selenium were investigated in cell lines in vitro, only few studies in vivo. In particular, its association with breast cancer remains a controversial issue, although low selenium level was found to increase breast cancer risk [17]. Thus, the role of selenium in breast cancer is worthy for further investigation, especially in constructing chemopreventive strategies.

Until now, very little work has been conducted to determine the concentration and retention of selenium in tumor and correlation between selenium concentration and selenium related proteins after selenium supplement. In order to improve insight into the mechanism of selenium in tumor progression, it is essential to study the selenium distributions in tumor tissues and concentrations accompanying expression of related proteins after selenium supplement, which will allow us to better understand the role of selenium on tumor progression events. Of many methods suitable for detection of trace metals distribution in biological tissues, the most preferred is multi-elemental and highly sensitive imaging technique such as synchrotron radiation X-ray fluorescence mapping (SXRF). SXRF is the most direct and sensitive tool for metals imaging in cells and tissue, it could be used to image and quantify the distribution of metals with high spatial resolution in sub-microns [18].

In this work, synchrotron radiation X-ray fluorescence mapping was used to detect selected trace elements distribution after SeMet supplement for 4 weeks, such as iron, copper, zinc and selenium in 4T1 murine mammary carcinoma tissues, a common animal model of human metastatic breast cancer with highly invasive and poorly immunogenic characters [19]. Correspondingly, expressions of selenium related proteins, such as SBP1, GPx1, and cellular transcription factors, HIF-1α and its downstream targeted molecules involved in tumor progression were also analyzed using immunohistochemical staining. Further, correlations were investigated among selenium, selenium related proteins and highly related factors involved in tumor progression. The results could provide new insights into the possible mechanisms of the anticancer properties of SeMet.

Materials and methods

Animal model

All experimental animals were handled following the guidelines provided by the Animal Welfare Committee at the Shanghai Sixth People’s Hospital, affiliated to Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Female Balb/c mice (20+2 g, 6 weeks) were obtained from Animal Laboratory of Shanghai Medical College, China and were housed in the isolated cages with sterile food and water, with a 12-h light/dark cycle. The murine mammary carcinoma 4T1 cells were kindly provided by Shanghai First People’s Hospital, China and maintained in DMEM medium (Hyclone SH30243.01B) supplemented penicillin streptomycin and fetal bovine serum (GIBCO). To prepare tumor-bearing mice, approximately 1×10⁶ cells were injected subcutaneously.

SeMet supplement

Seleno-L-Methionine (SeMet) (Sigma, S3132) was dissolved in sterile saline to prepare for the solution in the concentration of 1 mg/ml. After tumor inoculation, SeMet was administered orally at a dose of 0.2 mg/mouse/day using irrigation stomach needle for 4 weeks. PBS supplement was performed in the control group.

Tumor measurement

Tumor sizes were measured every 3 days starting in one week after tumor inoculation. The length, width and height of tumors were measured with the aid of vernier caliper. Tumor volume (cm³) was estimated using the formula: tumor volume = π/6 (length*width*height).

Preparation of cryosections

On the 28th day after tumor inoculation, tumors were removed and fixed with O.C.T compound at -80°C immediately. The frozen tumor tissues were sliced into 10 μm in thickness at -20°C (LEICA CM1900, Germany), and mounted on
Immunohistochemical staining

For IHC staining, specimens were dried at room temperature for approximately 1h and then fixed in cold acetone for 10 min at 4°C. 0.1% Triton X-100 were used for permeabilization and 0.3% H2O2 in methanol for peroxidase quenched. The specimens were blocked by 5% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) for 30 min. In order to investigate the changes of selenium related proteins (SBP1 and GPx1), HIF-1α, VEGF, CD31 in the control and SeMet groups, the primary antibodies which include anti-SBP1 (Abcam, 1:120) and anti-GPx1 (Abcam, 1:500), anti-HIF-1α (Abcam, 1:1000) anti-VEGF (Abcam, 1:100), and anti-CD31 (Abcam 1:50) were applied respectively overnight at 4°C. Subsequently, iotinylated secondary antibody, streptavidin-HRP and diaminobenzidine (DAB) peroxidase substrate were added. Finally nuclei were counterstained with hematoxylin.

Immunofluorescence staining

For immunofluorescence staining, slides were first fixed 10 minutes in cold acetone, washed 3 times for 2 minutes in PBS, and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100. Then, slides were blocked for 30 minutes in 10% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA). Antibodies were applied overnight at 4°C and include: APC-conjugated anti-mouse CD4 (BioLegend, 1:200), Alexa Fluor® 488-conjugated anti-mouse CD25 (BioLegend, 1:200), FITC-conjugated anti-mouse CD11b (BioLegend, 1:200) and PE-conjugated anti-mouse Gr-1 (BioLegend, 1:400). VECTASHIELD Mounting Medium with DAPI (Vector Laboratories) was used as a counterstain. Slides were viewed using a confocal microscope.
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Figure 2. Fe, Cu, Zn and Se distributions in tumor tissues by SRXF imaging in two groups: control group and SeMet group on the 28th day after tumor inoculation. Iron and selenium significantly distributed in the tumor tissues of the SeMet group compared to the control. Moreover, selenium distributed in most of tumor tissue, and high selenium distribution area was almost overlapped in the high iron distribution area (black rectangle).
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(Leica TCS SP5). Quantitative analysis of positive cells was used by the Image-Pro Plus software. 10 randomly selected vision fields per mouse were analyzed.

Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using Student’s t-test and p values of ≤0.05 were considered statistically significant by SPSS software. Results were displayed as mean ± SEM.

Results

Effect of SeMet supplement on tumor growth

To investigate anti-tumor effect induced by the SeMet, 4T1 tumor volume in the control and SeMet groups were measured along with time. Three mice were included in the control and SeMet group, respectively. As shown in Figure 1, tumor volume increased quickly with time in the control group, while its growth was obviously slower in the SeMet group. On the 19th day after tumor inoculation, tumor volume in the SeMet group was much smaller than that in the control group. There was a significant difference between tumor volumes in the SeMet and control groups (P<0.05), indicating the SeMet effect on tumor growth inhibition.

SXRF imaging of iron, copper and zinc and selenium distribution in 4T1 tumor tissues after SeMet supplement

The distributions of iron, copper, zinc and selenium in the cryosections of 4T1 tumor tissues of the control and SeMet group on the 28th day after tumor inoculation were obtained using SXRF imaging (Figure 2). In the control group, there were some iron distribution in tumor tissue, but copper, zinc and selenium were not observed obviously. In contrast, iron and selenium were found significantly distributed in the tumor tissues of the SeMet group. Moreover, the distribution of selenium was more dispersive in most of tumor tissue, and high selenium distribution area was almost overlapped with the high iron distribution area.

Selenium-associated protein expressions in 4T1 tumor tissues after SeMet supplement

To investigate if high selenium distribution in the tumor tissues after SeMet supplement interfere with selenium-associated proteins expression in the tumor tissues, the two selenium-associated proteins, Selenium-binding protein (SBP) 1 and another selenium-containing protein, glutathione peroxidase 1 (GPx1) expressions in the control group and SeMet group on the 28th day after tumor inoculation were studied using immunohistochemical staining. GPx1 expression in the control group was obviously much higher than that in the SeMet group (Figure 3A), while SBP1 expression in the SeMet group was obviously much higher than that in the control (Figure 3B). The results showed that there was an inversely association between GPx1 and selenium-binding protein 1 levels in the tumor tissues. High GPx1 expressed in tumor tissues with tumor growth, while after SeMet supplement, SBP1 expressed highly in tumor tissue and GPx1 expression decreased. High SBP1 expression after SeMet supplement might inhibit high GPx1 expression in tumor tissues.

Apoptosis of tumor cells after SeMet supplement

To investigate effects of SeMet supplement on tumor cells growth, cryosections of the control and SeMet groups on the 28th day after tumor inoculation were used for apoptosis analysis by TUNEL method. In Figure 4, brown staining revealed cells apoptosis. In the control group, apoptosis signals were only scattered in tumor tissues, while brown staining of apoptosis signals were observed in most of tumor tissues in SeMet group, implying most of tumor cells gone through apoptosis after SeMet intakes. It was clear that SeMet could promote tumor cells apoptosis.

Effect of SeMet supplement on VEGF expression and tumor blood vessel intensity in 4T1 tumor tissues

VEGF is one of the most potent and specific angiogenic factors that promote formation of angiogenesis for continued tumor growth and metastasis. To investigate whether SeMet supplement could alter the expression of VEGF in tumor tissues, immunohistochemical staining of VEGF in 4T1 tumor tissues of the control and SeMet groups on the 28th day after tumor inoculation were performed (Figure 5). Brown staining indicated positive VEGF staining. In the control group, there was high VEGF expression in tumor tissues. But in the SeMet group, brown
staining could not be observed, and the VEGF expression was found low in tumor tissues after SeMet supplement. The results showed that high SeMet intakes in tumor tissues after SeMet supplement could greatly inhibit VEGF expression.

With decreased VEGF expression, its correlation with CD31-positive microvessel density (MVD) also decreased significantly in the SeMet group, as compared to that in the control group (Figure 6). The results indicated that SeMet supplement inhibited tumor angiogenesis growth by inhibiting VEGF expression in tumor tissues.

Immunosuppressive cells which include myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC), and regulatory T cells (Tregs) etc. normally infiltrate in tumor tissues, which generate a highly immune suppression, and promote tumor progression.
and metastasis. To examine whether the SeMet supplement effect on immune suppression cells, immunofluorescence staining was performed in tumor tissues on the 28th day after SeMet supplement. In the control group, immune suppression cells, such as MDSCs and T-regs abundantly infiltrated into in tumor tissues, however, MDSCs and T-regs decreased...
significantly after the SeMet supplement (Figure 7). The results indicated SeMet supplement could significantly reduce immunosuppression cells infiltration in tumor tissues, and thus relief tumor immune suppression.

Effect of SeMet supplement on HIF-1α accumulation in 4T1 tumor tissues

Hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF) 1α was found to transcriptionally regulate VEGF, and be responsible for immune suppression cells differentiation and function in the tumor microenvironment. To examine if SeMet supplement could affect HIF-1α accumulation, immunohistochemical analysis were performed. Specific positive staining (brown) of HIF-1α was found in tumor tissues (Figure 8). The data presented HIF-1α staining intensity was obviously strong on the 28th day of the control group as compared to that in SeMet group, indicating significant HIF-1α accumulation decrease after SeMet supplement.

Discussion

Currently, the effect of selenium supplement on breast cancer remains a controversial issue. The present study was to identify the relationship between selenium intake and breast cancer progression, to gain a better understanding of the relationships between Se and selenium related proteins in tumor tissues, and thus to find correlations between Se levels and some parameters and their relations to breast cancer progression. The results indicated that tumor growth was inhibited significantly after SeMet supplement. High Se intakes in tumor tissues was observed using SXRF imaging, and found its distribution overlapped with iron after SeMet supplement. Further, SeMet supplement increased SBP1 expression and decreased GPx1 expression in tumor tissues, and SeMet could promote most of tumor cells apoptosis, inhibited HIF-1α significantly. Accordingly, VEGF expression was greatly inhibited, and tumor immune suppression cells accumulation was
relieved in tumor tissues. We postulated that high SBP1 expression after high Se intakes in tumor tissues by oral SeMet supplement played a crucial role in inhibiting tumor growth. SBP1 could promote most of tumor cells apoptosis by inhibiting expression of GPx1, at the same time, SBP1 decreased HIF-1α accumulation in tumor tissues by enhancing HIF-1α degradation resulting in inhibiting VEGF expression and relieving tumor immune suppression. So elucidation of the interrelation of selenium level, SBP1, GPx1 and HIF-1α may aid in understanding the mechanisms which selenium exerts its chemopreventive effects.

Glutathione peroxidase-1 (GPx-1) is a crucial antioxidant enzyme, which could reduce H$_2$O$_2$ to water and protect cells under oxidative Stress. In this study, high iron accumulation in 4T1 tumor tissues was observed. Iron might participate in facilitating cancer cell proliferation and promoting cell survival as an essential nutrient [20]. A recent study reported that iron levels in breast cancer biopsy tissue were 5 times higher than levels in breast tissue from women without breast cancer [21]. Avoiding excess iron accumulation to produce high ROS level, over-expression of GPx-1 protects the cell from damage due to ROS [22]. GPx-1 over-expression was observed in tumor tissues of the control group in our study. Moreover, due to the inhibition of SBP1 transcription by the GPX1 mediated reduction in both SBP1 mRNA and expression from an SBP1 promoter-driven reporter gene [14], over-expression of GPX1 resulted in the reduction of SBP1 in the control group.

SBP1, which has been suggested to mediate the intracellular transport of selenium, bond to selenium and formed high SBP1 expression [23]. The levels of SBP1 expression are directly increasing with elevated media selenium concentration [24]. After SeMet supplement, high Se distribution in tumor tissues was in accordance with high SBP1 expression found in our study, indicating that high Se existed as the form of SBP1. High SBP1 might inhibit GPx1 expression and activity in tumor tissues involving a direct physical interaction between the SBP1 and GPx1 forming a complex [14]. So, high Se almost overlapped with high iron distribution, which led to high SBP1 expression and inhibiting GPx1 expression in tumor tissues, thus, H$_2$O$_2$ could not be cleaned by GPx1 and H$_2$O$_2$-mediated apoptosis was induced. With SeMet supplement, most of tumor cells apoptosis could be observed in our study. Pohl NM indicated over-expression of SBP1 sensitized colon cancer cells to H$_2$O$_2$-induced apoptosis [25].

Hypoxia inducible factors 1 (HIF-1α) are transcription factors that regulate several genes involved in angiogenesis, cell proliferation, metabolism, drug resistance and other cellular processes [26]. Stable expression of HIF-1α is regulated by synthesis and degradation pathways. Increased cellular accumulation of ROS contributes to the stability of HIF-1α [27]. Thus, high HIF-1α accumulation was observed in the control group. Recently, SBP1 was indentified to contain hypoxia response elements (HREs) in its promoter region and was found to be a target gene for HIF-1α. SBP1 mRNA and protein expression was increased with expressing HIF-1α [28]. Chintala et al. have demonstrated HIF-1α inhibition by selenium as a post-translation al degradation mechanism [29]. With SeMet supplement, high SBP1 expression would be mediated by expressing HIF-1α, while high
SBP1 level conversely promoted HIF-1α degradation resulting in high SBP1 and low HIF-1α level in SeMet group as compared to that in the control group. Due to HIF-1α being inhibited through SBP1 promoting HIF-1α degradation, some events in cancer progression mediated by HIF-1α, such as angiogenesis growth and tumor immunosuppression cells recruitment were also inhibited in our study. Our studies indicated that selenium intake through the diet could act as a chemopreventive agent in reducing the growth of breast cancer.

Conclusions

In summary, combined with highly sensitive SXRF mapping, results from this study provided evidences that SeMet-mediated anti-cancer protection was through inhibiting tumor growth via promoting tumor apoptosis, and greatly decreasing VEGF expression and relief of tumor immune suppression via high SBP1 expression inhibiting GPx1 activity and HIF-1α. SeMet may be used as dietary supplement combined with chemotherapy in adjuvant therapy or prevention.
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